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By Stania J. Slahor

iUniverse. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 120 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.4in.Expressing the universal quest for acceptance and love, the poems in this volume reflect the
personal life journey of author Stania Slahor. The works are filled with vivid and eclectic images
Slahor has gathered from her long life and from around the globe-sailing, Gestapo atrocities,
immigrants struggles, troubled dreams of a defiant daughter and wife, and the joys highlighted by
beauty and erotic love. In this, her second volume of poetry, Slahor provides memorable and
original imagery as evidenced in the selection, An Old Ladys Treasure. She writes: her silver hair
bursting milkweed pods of pure silk spindle-spun gossamer webs woven on the purring loom of
indian summer the unrestrained wavy mane never violated by perms or artificial dyes a rich dowry
handed down from her mom. Like ocean tides, the poems in Lingering Echoes ravish the soul with
crushing waves of tragedy and death, and then soothe it with gentle caresses that wash away
sorrow and leave it trembling with new life and hope. This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is fantastic. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. Your life period will probably be transform
when you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Cha nelle Roob-- Cha nelle Roob

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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